Bulgaria May 7th to 14th 2016
It had been five years since four of us went to Extremadura in 2011 for a birding trip and
ever since then the thought of doing another trip often came up in conversation. Then in the
summer of 2015 discussions started that maybe we could do a trip next year. A few
destinations were suggested but eventually we decided on Bulgaria as that fitted the bill
with Wallcreeper a popular species wanted and a new area for most. We also found a
recommended local Bulgarian wildlife company Neophron Tours, could do a week trip for a
good price, sorting hotels and doing the driving. With such long distances and less info
online compared to Extremadura it seemed the best option and we were all in agreement.
One from the original group couldn’t go and as we could have a party up to eight we found
three more to join the party making it six. We booked in all by the October and sorted flights
from nearby Stansted and then it was a matter of counting down the days! Sadly, just weeks
before the trip one of the six was advised not to travel on medical reasons but fortunately
we found a replacement straightaway that had heard all about it and was keen to go. We
sorted travel between us to Stansted and were raring to go with optics all packed.
We arrived on time at Sofia airport and Dimiter, the managing director of Neophron Tours,
was there to pick us up. He drove us to our hotel for the first night, Hotel Edi, on the
outskirts of the city. We had a late evening meal and settled in ready for our weeks break.
08.05.2016
Some of us got up early the next morning to explore outside and encountered Black
Redstarts, Grey and White Wagtails, Jay and Great Spotted Woodpecker. We all convened
back at the hotel for a hearty breakfast including scrambled eggs, hams, fresh tomatoes,
cheese and jams that was to be typical of the week. We packed up and got on the minibus
and Dimiter drove us to Vitosha Mountain. This was the site of our first target, Nutcracker.
As we travelled up the through the forest we saw a Hedgehog cross the road and ahead we
could see snow-capped peaks.

Vitosha Mountain

Reaching an area, that would be part of a skiing site in winter; we parked up and started
birding. Birds encountered were a smart singing male Black Redstart, Grey Wagtails
including a male singing atop a conifer tree along with a female Ring Ouzel of the subspecies
alpestris. We then had our first sighting of Nutcracker when one flew over. Following a
track, the Nutcracker was briefly picked up in the trees before moving off. On a building
with exposed brick work we found some Crossbills upon that Dimiter said the birds were
using for the salts present in the mortar. We had great views across the hills even though it
was slightly misty and saw Kestrel and Song Thrush along with Treecreeper. After a few
flyover sightings of Nutcracker we were then treated to some excellent close views of three
birds that seemed to be interested in something on the ground out of site. They regularly
called excitedly and flew down repeatedly.

Nutcracker

Back at the car park we saw a male Ring Ouzel and then headed back down the mountain. A
stop further down and we had two further Nutcrackers, Firecrest, Buzzard, a showy Willow
Tit and a female Bullfinch and some woodland flowers included Wood Anemone. We had
one further stop on lower slopes hoping to see Grey-headed Woodpecker but the mist had
come in and visibility was poor with just Great Spotted Woodpecker heard.
It was time to move on; we had a few hours’ drive to our next destination and en route we
had an initial stop at a roadside service station, towards Pazardzhik, to pick up lunch.
Scanning the adjacent fields a Black Stork, two Montague’s Harriers and Golden Oriole were
seen. Down the bank a Green Lizard gave close views.

Green Lizard

Carrying on we got to an area of rolling hills and at a village, Kapitan Dimitrievo, we went
down a side road in to the countryside. Stopping by the roadside we were treated to an
array of birds of which we didn’t know where to look, with each calling out new species
from either side. Highlights included close singing Black-headed and Corn Buntings, Crested
and Calandra Larks, Red-back and Lesser Grey Shrikes, Hoopoe, Golden Orioles, Syrian
Woodpecker, Montagu’s Harrier, Raven, Turtle Doves, Cuckoo, Isabelline Wheatear. Beeeaters flew overhead as did a Short-toed Eagle. We found a pair of Sardinian Warblers,
which caused great interest from Dimiter as these were not expected in the area. We made
further stops along the road seeing Nightingale, Bee-eaters, Eastern Olivaceous Warbler,
Black-eared Wheatear, Grey Partridge and Honey and Common Buzzards.

Black-headed Bunting

Calandra Lark

Red-backed Shrike

Common Blue

We continued our journey south, making a brief stop in an area with bit more scrub and
trees. Here we started off with Woodlark, followed by Red-backed then Wryneck. The
weather had turned so there was a little drizzle but we continued to encounter birds
including Marsh Warbler singing, Lesser Grey Shrike and more Nightingales. As we got
towards the town of Krichim we could see that rain had been ahead of us. On top of the
local church a White Stork was nesting accompanied by Spanish Sparrows while on a nearby
telephone wires a couple of Tree Sparrows.

White Stork

Spanish Sparrow

It was then a lengthy drive to our next hotel. Despite the rain becoming more persistent we
had great views as we travelled along the B road adjacent to the Vacha River, along which it
was dammed in three areas to produce large bodies of water. We saw few birds but on
highlight was a Black Woodpecker upon a dead tree by the side of the road. We stopped for
a look but it was lost to view but did have Rock Bunting. Our only other sighting was, sadly, a
dead Fire Salamander on the road. Late afternoon we arrived at the Orpheus Hotel in Teshel
that was to be the base for the next two days. We settled in and had a nice meal washed
down with local Kamenitza beer and chatted about the great start to the trip with some
super birding.

09.05.2016
We had an early start, a drive out before breakfast to a site for Hazel Grouse. Not far from
the hotel we took a side road and wound up the lane to an area of forest. Parking we
headed down the track in the misty morning, the air fantastically clean, a few birds like Coal
Tit noted but generally quiet but very peaceful. We then heard a woodpecker to one side.
This was down the slope and we spread out scanning amongst the trunks and branches
trying to find it. It was heard closer, with tapping of trunk also heard. Eventually the bird
was picked up but unfortunately the angle of others meant trees obscured the view with
only two manging to also get on to it. We carried on the path, keeping very quiet and got
out to an open area that gave views across the hills. We heard the rapid wingbeats of a bird
or two ahead but within the trees of which Dimiter said was the Hazel Grouse, certainly
sounded from that type of bird. We persevered but had no further sight or sound but did
have good views of both Marsh and Willow Tit. We headed back to the hotel for breakfast
ready for our next adventure.

Orpheus Hotel, Teshel

Trigrad Gorge

This turned out to be an object in patience. We were at Trigrad Gorge, the site of one of our
most wanted birds, the Wallcreeper. We had constant singing from a Black Redstart, Crag
and House Martins with several Alpine Swifts zipping around and above the dramatic
scenery. A brief Black Woodpecker also flew across with brief views and the occasional
raptor spotted including Peregrine, Buzzard and Honey Buzzard and Kestrels. We also saw
the hole in the rock-face that was the nest site of an Eagle Owl but the young remained out
of view. In previous years the nest site of Wallcreeper was close to the layby but it seemed
that this year it was not being used so we scanned and waited, waited and scanned and
after a couple of hours or more one of the group shouted there it is. We looked up and on
the rock face above us we got glimpses of at least three birds before one flew off, over
heads and away and just kept going until out of sight. The other two had also disappeared
and although the scanning continued we had no further sightings. We were all pleased we
got views but maybe wished they had been better having seen photos from previous years
visits.

As it got to lunchtime we headed up to Trigrad village, bought some supplies in the local
shop, eating them outside in the square. We had close views of perched Crag Martins as
well as Red-rumped Swallows flying around. A Peregrine flew over with prey in its talons and
Hooded Crow were also about. We then drove higher to the edge of the village, watching a
few Whinchats along fence lines. We walked along a rocky track, scattered trees on the
hillside and great views looking towards the gorge and back down on the village. A number
of specialist plants from the region were along the side. Sightings initially consisted of Serin,
Adonis Blue, Dingy Skipper, Wood White and a Red Squirrel.

Adonis Blue

Dingy Skipper

As the area opened up with some grassland, tall pines further up the hill. A species of orchid
was found, as was Grape Hyacinth, and on a log an Erhard’s Wall Lizard showed well and in
the fields a number of butterflies were seen including Duke of Burgundy Fritillary. Other bits
of wildlife were an impressive Wood Ant nest, two species of dung beetle including a
metallic blue species Trypocopris vernalis.

Erhard’s Wall Lizard

Trypocopris vernalis

Bird life was quiet with a Crested Tit was heard briefly, Ravens over the ridge and two Greyheaded Woodpeckers calling among the trees, one of which was seen briefly as it flew
across although unfortunately out of sight by most of the group. It had been bright with

some clouds but the skies darkened as storm cloud moved over and it started to hail and
rain so we headed back to the van, seeing a really close Coal Tit, of the continental race,
with food in its mouth going to a nest in the rock face amongst trees roots.
We headed back to the hotel and we met Assen who was to take over from Dimiter as our
guide for the rest of the trip. The skies eventually cleared and we could admire the views
and scenery around the hotel. Birds around the hotel were Grey Wagtails, Black Redstart,
Dipper, Willow, Marsh and Coal Tits, a Grey-headed Woodpecker was heard and a couple
Ravens up the valley. We enjoyed another nice local meal in the hotel’s restaurant and
discussed the days birding.
10.05.2016
Early morning walk before breakfast produced Dipper on the adjacent small river and a
Lesser Whitethroat was seen and heard. Dimiter came out and pointed out some Chamois
high in the hills, these were difficult to pick out amongst the trees. Back at the entrance of
the hotel a scorpion, Euscorpius sp., was in the road. It was carefully, but successfully,
moved to the side and on the rock-face by the entrance was a species of plant endemic to
the area, Haberlea rodopensis.

Euscorpius sp.

Haberlea rodopensis

Today was a travel day but it was decided to have another look for Wallcreeper first. Assen
drove us back to the little layby while Dimiter searched elsewhere along the gorge. We were
unsuccessful this time but enjoyed the wonderful scenery and observed some fascinating
cloud patterns as they drifted overhead but after a while it was time to move on. We
headed further up the road to meet Dimiter where we had great views of Alpine Swift that
were nesting on the rock-face and fascinating behaviour of two birds squabbling, making
lots of noise, as they then tumbled down before parting and flying off. This was noted on
several occasions. Also on the rock-face were Crag and House Martins. The sun had broken
through and was hot and we had a group photo to include both of our tour leaders.

The route took us along steep, wooded valleys, winding around with no chance to stop. We
climbed to an area that was thicker with pines and had many hotels for the nearby winter
ski resorts. Over a ridge we started to descend towards Smolyan and heard a
Yellowhammer, the only one of the trip. We stopped off for a garage stop to get lunch and
after a lengthy drive we went to a large town, Kardzali, where the River Arda runs through
with larger areas of wetland. An interesting site with tower blocks in the background, Assen
walked us to the wetland and gave us a time limit as he was going to stay with the van as it
had our suitcases on board. The temperature was hot as we walked through to view the
area, Nightingales singing and an Eastern Olivaceous Warbler that showed well to all.

Kardzali nature reserve

Eastern Olivaceous Warbler

A Night Heron Flew out of the reeds and we were to see many later including some on
nests, a total count of 92 was made. Within the area were also nesting Little Egrets, Pygmy
Cormorants and a few Little Bitterns. At least two more Eastern Olivaceous Warblers seen
and heard along with Great Read and Savi’s Warblers. A male Red-backed Shrike was seen
across the far end of one pond as was a Syrian Woodpecker where Pond Terrapins were
present on the water’s edge.

Little Bittern

Night Heron

Other wildlife came in the form of Azure, Variable and Blue-tailed Damselflies, a couple of
species of dragonfly and butterflies included Queen of Spain Fritillary, Brown Argus and an
Oberthür's Grizzled Skipper.

Queen of Spain Fritillary

Pygmy Cormorant

Very hot but excited to see some great wildlife we had to get back to the van to continue
our journey to our next destination, Krumovgrad that was to be the base for the next two
nights. Before getting there we had another stop off, taking a side road near Gorna Kula.
This was another highlight of the trip, particularly as it was just a roadside stop. Again we
didn’t know where to look as species were continually called including two Rollers, several
Red-backed Shrikes, Lesser Grey Shrike, Golden Orioles, Hoopoe, Cuckoo, Turtle Dove and
Syrian Woodpecker.

Roller

Red-backed Shrike

We eventually carried along the track hearing Eastern Olivaceous Warbler, Eastern Orpheus
Warbler and brief views of an Olive-tree Warbler. There were many shrikes by the side of
the road and near a farm we saw a White Stork. Overhead a couple of Hobbys were hawking
for insects and on the River Krumovitsa, that we over-looked, a Great White Egret. Further
up, as it got rockier, we had lovely views over the area as the sun was getting lower. On the

river was a Black Stork, a male Black-eared Wheatear showed well and we heard a Rock
Nuthatch. We had to drag ourselves away as we still had to get to the hotel to check in. We
drove in to Krumovgrad and we had to go through a market to arrive at the Hotel Divna. This
hotel had recently been upgraded and looked slightly out of place amongst the slightly run
down adjacent buildings and market stalls. We changed and showered and then headed out
to a restaurant in the town, the only place we didn’t have an evening meal within the hotel
we were staying in. The birding for the day still wasn’t over, en route to the restaurant Pallid
Swifts were overhead and after a nice meal in the restaurant it was time to visit a local park.
The target here was Scops Owl and in the darkness, although there were some lamps within
the park, we heard first one then and two more Scops Owl and we also heard a Little Owl.
We heard a Scops Owl in another tree so carefully walked towards it scanning the branches
to find the owl. A bare branch just above our heads was noted to be vibrating and then we
realised an owl was just feet away perched on it but unfortunately it flew off before we got
to see it well. It was at long last time to stop the birding, around 11 o’clock as some had
been birding for almost 17 hours, but not before we had a few more Scops Owl calling on
our way back to the hotel.
11.05.2016
Being at a new hotel, and so somewhere new to explore, we made another early morning
walk. Scops Owl had been heard nearby during the night and Wryneck in the morning. Once
outside, a surreal sight of a very close White Stork walking past the back gate in a field. The
field also had Red-backed Shrike and Golden Oriole. Close to the hotel was the River
Krumovitsa and we walked along an adjacent track with allotment plots then housing to one
side. In a short area at least four Nightingales were singing and several more were
encountered further down. Male and female Red-backed Shrikes were seen along with a
Lesser Grey Shrike. Golden Orioles and Eastern Olivaceous Warblers were heard as was a
Starling that came out with an array of calls and whistles including mimicking other bird
species. One of the highlights was a very close Black Stork feeding in the river and a green
Sandpiper flew off down river.

Black Stork

We all met back at the hotel for breakfast, then got ready to head out for the day, stopping
off in the town to buy supplies at a local bakery for lunch including a large 3 litre bottle of
water as the temperature had been hot and we needed to constantly top up our smaller
water bottles. Our first port of call was to a vulture feeding site. On the road heading
towards the site we did see some Griffon Vultures overhead but were unable to stop to look
at them although we did stop further along for to remove a tortoise to safety. Parking on a
track at the site we walked through some trees, for an open vista across to some hills. We
had Olive-tree Warbler singing in the nearby trees. On the hillside we could see the remains
of some carcasses but with no attending vultures. We then did find some Griffon Vultures
on a nearby rock-face with some others then flying over as well as a target bird for the
holiday in a Levant Sparrowhawk. Further along in some hills a Golden Jackal was seen, at
times mobbed by some Hooded Crows. Back down on the track we had good views of
Eastern Subalpine Warbler and further along had another one along with a singing Barred
Warbler that refused to show. Butterflies in the area included Common Blue, Berger’s
Clouded Yellow and some white species plus a number of plants such as Dianthus species.
Further down the road Little Owl was seen in a building.
Our next stop was in the village of Potochnitsa, stopping near some small farmsteads we
saw some butterflies from the vehicle and realised they were Eastern Festoon. By the time
we got out they had flown off and unfortunately we didn’t see them again. The area was
rocky grassland with scattered trees and as we walked along a track we saw Syrian and
Green Woodpecker and a Sombre Tit briefly. We scanned a rock-face and could see some
Griffon Vultures nesting.

Potochnitsa

As we carried on we heard Chukar and got brief views of first one flying, then another on
the deck. Along the track we found a tortoise that Assen identified as Spur-thighed Tortoise,

he also said that Horned Viper was in the area but we didn’t come across one but did find
Yellow-bellied Toad.

Spur-thighed Tortoise

Yellow-bellied Toad

The track climbed slightly and in an open area with scrub there was Eastern Orphean
Warbler and on some plants an interesting caterpillar and an insect, White-spotted Rose
Beetle with a Knapweed Fritillary butterfly also. It was very hot so we continued to a side of
a hill overlooking a stream below, gladly being shaded by trees. A juvenile Green Lizard was
found as were some Fallow Deer on the opposite hillside. Within the trees at the stream we
heard and briefly saw a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker. Insects also kept us occupied,
particularly an odonatan species that turned out to be a damselfly species, Odalisque as well
as interesting species that looked part stick insect part grasshopper, which was later
identified as Saga natoliae, a type of predatory bush cricket.

Knapweed Fritillary

Saga natoliae

Time to move on so we headed back to the van along a rocky track overlooking the stream,
finding Eastern Baton Blue butterfly and several more butterfly species at a junction where
we stopped for a rest and more water as it was so hot. Species here included blues, Blackveined White and a Queen of Spain Fritillary.

We decided to go somewhere for lunch, but not before we got good overhead views of
Griffon Vultures. We stopped off in the village to visit a shop to get some fruit supply and
this was a fortunate stop as a Short-toed Eagle flew overhead showing really well. We
parked by the Studen Kladenets dam and found a picnic table under some trees. Grey
Herons flew past and one landed on top of the rocky escarpment opposite as White
Wagtails skitted about on the river side below. After a lunch we decided to go back to the
road that we visited the previous afternoon where we had so much birdlife, but this time
starting at the higher, top end. Once there we stopped in one rocky area and was shown a
nest of Rock Nuthatch but despite patient waiting no birds turned up. We did have Ravens
and Hooded Crows overhead with Eastern Olivaceous Warbler singing in some scrub. From
the vehicle we had good views of Eastern Orphean Warbler. At the top we saw the male
Black-eared Wheatear again along with Roller, Red-backed and Lesser Grey Shrikes and a
very showy Corn Bunting with a Black-headed Bunting less so. Another tortoise was found
but this time turned out to be a Hermann’s Tortoise and on the river was Black Stork again.

Black-eared Wheatear

Hermann’s Tortoise

Further down the road we saw Great White Egret also. Near there were two Hobbys
overhead and on the other side off the river a Hoopoe. Back at the roadside stop where we
had so many great birds the day before we pulled over and again were enthralled by the
birdlife, at least 6 Lesser Grey Shrikes including a pair displaying, Roller, close Red-backed
Shrikes, Cuckoo, Turtle Dove, calling Golden Orioles and Hoopoe and a very close Syrian
Woodpecker. After another great day it was time to head back to the hotel to freshen up
and head to the restaurant for a meal, the Pallid Swifts over head on the way to the meal
and hearing Scops Owl on our way back.
12.05.2016
Today was another move day, but not before we had our morning walk, back along by the
river with the numerous Nightingales singing. A White Stork flew back and forth collecting
nesting material and a pair of Little Ringed Plovers was on the river sand and shingle banks.
We picked up lunch supplies in the town again and also made sure we got a good supply of

water as it had been so hot we had to keep topping our water bottles. We were on our way
to Madzhorovo but not before we had our obligatory stops on the way. Our main stop was a
site for Rock Nuthatch and we were not disappointed this time as on finding the nest hole,
an adult bird came in with food. Due to the size, possibly a lizard it then proceeded to bash
it on the rocks allowing great views. In the area we heard Cirl Bunting and Hoopoe. Another
brief stop was when going through a village, a number of hirundines were noted, this being
typical of a lot of the area we visited, and on this occasion House Martins, Swallows and
Red-rumped Swallows were landing on the road to collect mud and so we had great views
from the van. Once at Madzhorovo, Assen dropped us off and said we had time to walk
along the road and meet him further along. Immediately in the area were a number of birds
including Woodchat and Red-backed Shrikes, Corn and Black-headed Buntings, Spanish
Sparrows and Eastern Olivaceous Warblers and Nightingale. Ahead were some cliffs and
overtime we had a number of raptors, several Griffon Vultures and an obliging Egyptian
Vulture that flew over us as well as Buzzards, Kestrels, Peregrine along with 2 Black Storks.
In the scrub we all got great views of Sombre Tit and as we carried on we sadly saw a dead
Glass Lizard on the road.

Egyptian Vulture

Sombre Tit

A number of butterflies again present, including Scarce Swallowtail and another Eastern
Festoon. Looking down on the river below, we found a Common Sandpiper on the rocks. A
number of small birds were in the area such as Cirl, Rock and Ortolan Buntings, making it
five species of buntings in a day. Other birds were Blue Rock Thrush, Crag Martin and a brief
Rock Nuthatch. With so much birdlife we took longer than planned so Assen was keen to
move on as we had quite a way to travel but as at several places we could easily have
lingered much longer. After a long drive we got to a site for Masked Shrike, one of our main
target birds. We scanned the area but were sadly unsuccessful but did see Common
Buzzards, Kestrel and Hobby. We again had to move on, seeing our first Stonechats of the
trip, and our next stop was a much more open area with low rolling countryside, the Sakar
hills. We drove up a track to a viewing area that had a great vista over the landscape seeing
Short-toed Lark, Isabelline Wheatear, Turtle Doves and lots of sparrows. Scanning we picked

up Marsh Harrier by a small lake with reeds then the main target, Eastern Imperial Eagle,
was seen circling. As it was a little distant we decided to drive around hoping to get closer
views. At the pull in we had no further sightings but did hear Quail in the field nearby. It was
still several miles to our hotel but we still managed to see some new birds on the way, a
male Montagu’s Harrier flying parallel with the road and almost in to Burgas a large raptor
was seen in a tree. Stopping it turned out to be a Lesser Spotted Eagle. We finally arrived at
our hotel close to the Black Sea in the Sarafovo area of Burgas, Hotel Mirana, and our final
base of the trip for the last two nights.
13.05.2016
On an early morning walk down to the viewpoint overlooking the Black Sea there was a
Whitethroat singing and out over the water Cormorant and both Common and Sandwich
Terns. The area of Burgas is famous for its wetlands and we were to explore it while in the
area but first we were heading to the Strandzha Mountains to look for forest birds,
particularly woodpeckers. We did have one look over the water areas on our way out, this
was at Vaya Lake, where saw both greater White and Dalmatian Pelicans and Pygmy
Cormorants. We were to return to the wetlands later plus visit again the next day so headed
the 70km plus to the very remote wooded mountains found in the far south-east of
Bulgaria, bordering the Turkish border and had to pass a border control area. We had been
told by Assen to carry our passports at all times and fortunately we did as the border police
requested them for inspection and all was ok and we were allowed to carry on. The first site
had White-backed Woodpecker breeding last year but we unable to locate one, just finding
Nuthatch. We went to another site, driving down a forest track and went for a walk. We saw
some Speckled Woods and Rose Chafers as we walked along, the latter showed well on
some Rock-rose. We heard a woodpecker calling and after patience we found a hole in a
tree and then picked out a Middle-spotted Woodpecker. In all there were two adults birds
feeding a youngster so we got excellent views of this species. We also heard the loud, deep
drumming of a Black Woodpecker nearby.

Rose Chafer

Middle-spotted Woodpecker

We drove to a site for lunch, overlooking a small river. We viewed Beautiful Demoiselles
from the bridge and a large number of ladybirds were flying around with several landing on
us. We went to further site, this time for Grey-headed Woodpecker and had to pass a
border control area once again, they had a quick check but we went on our way. This was
more of a deciduous woodland compared to the mixed woodland of earlier and as we went
down the track we noted a number of raptors in a kettle above us. These turned out to be
Honey Buzzards and more were flying in and joining the circling birds in a thermal, which in
all we counting 17, showing that migration was still underway. We carried on down to an
area where Grey-headed Woodpecker had bred the previous year but could not find any
trace. We had a couple of small birds calling agitatedly with another small bird present and
the brief views were of a female Semi-collared Flycatcher. We had descended quite a way in
to the wooded valley so there was not much light but it gave the woodland a wonderful
atmosphere. At the bottom was a small gulley with Rhododendron on the opposite bank. It
was a bit humid but we had to make the climb back up but not before a Red Squirrel were
found and photos were taken. We spread out along the track and as we did so we heard a
woodpecker calling, those lowest, Dave and John, managed to track the bird down which
turned out to be a White-backed Woodpecker. They called the rest of the group and with
patience we all got to see it, it was calling loudly and had food in its mouth so we presumed
a nest hole must be nearby. We let it be; pleased we had all seen it, as only two had got
views of the bird seen earlier in the week. A male Stag Beetle was found on a log and again
lots of photos were taken, those that moved on first were then lucky to see a Semi-collared
Flycatcher sitting on top of some dead branches. When the rest of the group appeared we
scanned the branches and amazingly only a Spotted Flycatcher was present with a second
bird on an adjacent tree.

Honey Buzzards

Red Squirrel

We spent longer than planned in the forests, meaning to be back at the wetlands for the
afternoon, but as we were enjoying ourselves and patiently waiting to find the woodpeckers
we did not mind. On the road back we were going to stop for a good site for Semi-collared

Flycatcher but unfortunately the heavens opened and it began pouring with rain with
thunder and lightning so we pressed on back towards Burgas. We stopped at one lake
section and saw Marsh Harrier although Assen hoped pelicans would be close in. We
headed to another site, passing a hedgerow with an amazing sound of huge numbers of
sparrows calling. We took a track up across a field and on the wires above we had great
views of Roller. As we stopped and got out of the van we scanned a lake the other side and
saw a number of White Pelicans, along with Pygmy Cormorant, Great Crested Grebe and
Ferruginous Duck. Two waders were noted on the muddy shore that turned out to be a
Marsh Sandpiper and a Ruff. In the scrub nearby was a singing Eastern Olivaceous Warbler
and scanning the wires there was in total 12 Rollers all along as well as a Bee-eater with
many more flying overhead, Red-backed and Lesser Grey Shrike, Black-headed Bunting and
Spanish Sparrow.

Pelicans

Roller

We drove to another lake much closer to Burgas and as we pulled in could see some
Squacco Herons. We saw four in total as well Purple Heron and two Glossy Ibis. We tried
one more sight as the light was fading but unfortunately someone was fishing and
consequently scared the birds away so we headed back to the hotel. A few beers and a nice
meal were had as we re-caped on another great day.
14.05.2016
It was our last day, and our last early morning pre-breakfast walk. It was time to pack, leave
our final hotel, and load the van for the long drive back across Bulgaria to the airport at
Sofia. As we didn’t need to be at the airport until late afternoon this still gave us a fair bit of
birding on the way. Assen said it would be easier to stop if we went by a smaller main road
compared to the main highway across country. We had time to visit a couple of wetlands,
the first for Penduline Tit that had bred right by the carpark along a ditch but a work party
was using chainsaws so there was a lot of disturbance so we moved on. We next went to
Pomorie Salt pans, initially seeing close Avocets and Black-winged Stilts, with up to 3 Kentish

Plovers too. On the main lake on a strip of posts going out there were a number of Sandwich
and Little Terns and a brief Mediterranean Gull.

Kentish Plover

Avocet

It was time to make tracks and as we headed away from Burgas, from the van, we saw a
large number of birds in the sky and on pulling over realised it a migrating flock of White
Storks, in which a total of 133 were counted. We drove for quite a way with a very quick
stop along the side of the road when we saw an eagle land by the side of a field. We could
see the bird partially hidden by vegetation before it flew out, revealing itself as a Lesser
Spotted Eagle.

White Storks

Lesser Spotted Eagle

Further along on the road on the other side a Buzzard sat upon a fence post. After some
distance we pulled down a side track, with open grassy fields either side while ahead the
fields led up to the base of some hills. Along the track we saw Short-toed Lark and in the
field a number of Sousliks and a couple of Isabelline Wheatears. We stopped to scan the
area as a farmer came towards us herding some cattle and in a ditch a Marsh Frog was
present with a Dice Snake close by that caught a small fish. In the air above and also on a

fence post ahead we at last saw Long-legged Buzzards and had great views in the beautiful
lit surroundings.

Souslik

Marsh Frog

Isabelline Wheatear

Long-legged Buzzard

We had a treat when another farmer came along, this time carrying bucket full of ripe
cherries and let us take a handful each to eat – delicious! With the Sousliks being the main
prey of Eastern Imperial Eagle again so we hoped to see them again, scanning the skies only
revealed further Long-legged Buzzards and Kestrels.
We headed back to van seeing the Short-toed Larks again along the track and back on to the
highway but within five minutes made a stop when we saw a pale-phase Booted Eagle
above. Not much further along, another roadside stop due to raptors seen, revealed at least
three Eastern Imperial Eagles circling giving fantastic views and as we watched them a Black
Kite drifted past.

Eastern Imperial Eagle

Black Kite

We still had quite a way to go so pushed on, making a stop for lunch at small restaurant by
the road, once again enjoying some local Bulgarian food. We used some of our remaining
levs to by some fresh fruit from a nearby fruit stall, as we’d seen many long the road as we
passed. Although it had been hot and sunny as we neared Sofia the clouds darkened and the
air cooled. Assen was going to take us to one last spot, which entailed a drive through the
city of Sofia. It was good to look at some of the fine buildings and statues even though by
this time it was raining. We passed through the city and drove a few miles out to a wetland
that had a tower hide overlooking it. On the road we saw a smart Black-headed Wagtail and
across fields some Lapwing flying around. The wetland was quiet with few birds although we
did hear Bittern booming and in the distance picked out Long-legged Buzzard, a male Redfooted Falcon and a White-winged Black Tern. Sadly we had to pack away our scopes and
sort suitcases ready to be taken to the airport. We all gave our thanks to Assen for his hard
work, helpfulness and driving.
Back to the airport and a final goodbye before our great adventure was over. A fantastic
country with so much wildlife that we often didn’t know where to look! We’ll be back!
Neophron Tours were a great company, helpful with the initial contact, we gave them a list
of birds we’d like to see and they sorted the itinerary. Friendly and knowledgeable and
worked hard (a lot of driving) made it a pleasant and rewarding trip for us.

